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Words from the Nantan
BY HEISENBERG

Life doesn’t stop when you are tired. 

Your mind will quit long before your body  

Brothers shoulder the load 

Sometimes you have to empty your tank to know your capacity 

I can walk 21+ miles with 30lb ruck, while doing stupid s%&$ for 14 hours 

Jelly Bellies are a gift from God

“Embrace the Suck, from Urban Dictionary

Verb, Military Slang: To consciously accept or appreciate

something that is extremely unpleasant but unavoidable for forward progress

 

Grow Ruck 01: We were at mile “whatever” and I leaned over to Crotch Rocket and said, “have you

ever walked this far, with this much weight, and felt so numb?” Without hesitation, he said, “Isn’t

this great?” No CR, this isn’t. I was beyond tired, out of water, out of patience, mentally spent and I

knew that we were at least 7-8 miles away from HQ. We were marching on the beach with slosh

tubes and buckets of sand and had rucked so far that it seemed we were running out of beach. I

was so frustrated that I wanted to smack the smile off of Pyro’s perfectly quaffed head. CR comes

back around and says, “this is where you discover the suck. Do you embrace it or evade it?”

 

I learned a ton about myself in that festival of suck. I embraced it. What good could come out of

quitting? How would you ever know your limit if you quit? Obviously, all my learning were realized

after a good meal, shower, and a nap. 

 

What is your definition of suck? What is that job, race, test, problem that you are unsure of? What

is your community saying can’t be done but needs to be done? I can’t answer that question for

you because we are all unique.  Your suck, is not my suck, and there is no universal suck meter.

Your suck might look like you are at the end of the road or at the bottom of the valley and you

can’t see a way out. Suck comes in many forms but it always teaches you something about

yourself. Your strength, your limits, your endurance, and also your pride. Embrace your futility and

ask for help. Maybe your help comes from your M, your brothers, or you SkyQ. But I challenge you

just like all the coaches, leaders, speakers do. Choose something that you are not good at, or

experienced in, or have never tried before. Failure is a much better teacher than success.  Failure

educates because it exposes opportunity for growth. Growth is essential to progress.  We all want

that in our lives, right?  

 

F3 Jax embraces all kinds of challenges, whether in workout form, IPC, CSAUP, or simply

overcoming the fartsack. Progress is made through struggles, and we all have them. I challenge

every one the PAX to find something, event, challenge, race, etc. to participate in and accept that

you are going to suck at it. Share with the PAX what you are doing, and know that you are not

alone. Everyone in F3 has a band of brothers to embrace the suck and grow because of it.  Aye!
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-HEISENBERG



Iron Pax Challenge 

CSAUP
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September is marked by many things- a cool morning or two at the end of the month in Florida,

leaves turning orange up North, the start of football, and the time honored tradition of bitching

about the IPC. PAX across F3 Nation gather in the gloom to talk shit about everyone else

cheating, the 20 minute long documentaries explaining every workout, murder bunnies and how

other AOs should probably leave their shirts on for the post IPC pic.  JAX represented with 27

PAX completing all four weeks of the IPC (and remembering to enter their scores). Across the

Nation over 1500 PAX conquered all four weeks. The JAX PAX represented on the final

leaderboard as well with HardNoc's Left Turn finishing 7th in the Nation. JAX had 3 top ten

finishers in the respect division with Slash 4th, Shirley 5th and Saigon Sam 6th. Until  September

2021, here are pictures of pasty middle-aged men who probably cheated on form. 



CSAUP
"If not me, then who?"  This is a question Marine 1stLt Travis Manion was known for consistently

asking.  His bio reads like an All-American warrior- standout student, wrestler, Marine Officer.

On April 29, 2007, Travis led his Marines on a dangerous mission in Iraq's Al Anbar province and

they were ambushed, Travis risked and ultimately gave his life to save his Marines. The story

could end there-- a heroic warrior giving his last breath for his country on the battlefield,

instead Travis' family ensured his legacy lived on.

 

Travis' family started the Travis Manion Foundation (TMF) shortly after his death.  A grassroots

charity, it has grown and now boasts 60,000+ veterans and survivors empowered, 115,000+

members and 300,000+ youth being mentored by TMF and living out the "If Not Me, Then

Who..." movement.  TMF strives to unite and strengthen communities by training, developing,

and highlighting the role models that lead them. they develop programs, training

opportunities, and events designed to empower veterans and families of the fallen, and then

inspire them to pass on their values to the next generation and the community at large.

 

When I read this, I immediately see parallels to what we represent in F3.  "Our mission is to

plant, grow and serve small workout groups for men for the invigoration of male community

leadership."  Sounds like we have similar goals!

 

Heroes 9/11 Run/Ruck
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https://www.travismanion.org/


"So why not converge and get after it together during TMF's annual flagship event-- the 9/11

Heroes Run/Ruck?  When the event had to go virtual, it made for a great opportunity to put our

F3 touch on the day.  Our grassroots style of saying "hey men, meet here, be prepared to work

hard" fit the day perfectly.  More than 25 participated in the day- most meeting at Mickler

Beach to ruck inland and some starting the day at another AO and coming down to support a

Boston Marathon runner.  

 

Of course there was rain, a huge branch falling on Sofa's head, and then more rain.  We

welcomed some FNGs-- Ripper and Prunetang (ask him how he got the name-- priceless).  

 

Along the way our own warrior Hat Trick was running his virtual Boston Marathon over the

Intracoastal Bridge a mere 20 times (2.6 miles from water's edge to water's edge).  Some broke

and ran laps with him-- Slash and Shirley led the way running 13 and 15 miles respectively and

Papa Smurf, Dollar Bill, and Gizzard also joined for some time on the bridge.  Hats off to Hat

Trick-- not only did he complete his 3rd Boston Marathon that day but he and his crew raised

over $60,000 for Apryle Showers that pays for retreats for those undergoing cancer treatments. 

 

Others of us rucked to Really Good Beer Stop in Nocatee with a short 1.5  mile run with Hat

Trick to help with some late motivation in his marathon.  I was worried about Jumanji being

able to complete the challenge given his overall fitness level and disdain for the

Badlands/HardNocs AO but I was glad to see he made it.

 

Great event gents-- we raised over $1500 for the TMF, worked hard, and hopefully all kept

Travis in mind.   As a group, we rucked over 125 miles, ran over 75, and added a few IPAs at the

end in the name of fellowship. 

 

If you get a chance, google the Travis Manion Foundation-- learn more about Travis and his

USNA roommate Brendan Looney.  Their stories-- and the stories of both their families-- are

inspiring and should lead all of us to ask "if not me, then who?"  I look forward to this event

being an annual CSAUP on the F3 Jax calendar.
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"If not me,
then who?"

- BLOOMER

https://www.facebook.com/Apryleshowers/


AO NEWS
Boondocks continues to grow with numbers

as high as 29 on Saturday and it is a pleasant

challenge to provide a quality beatdown with

all of the mumble chatter that flows from

such an energetic crowd. If you've not

experienced it, I would encourage you to do

so....soon!  From Townies to the Beach Boys

and from Chop Shop to Muscle Heads you

have to drive out to an F3 workout on a

Saturday if, for no other reason than to hear

Macho's muffled FTTTHHHHHRRRREEEEE!!!!!!!

Shout.  I promise, it will put chills down your

spine.

So what is causing all of this commotion?

Tazz, Bag Boi and Patch have stepped up

their game with SHIELD LOCC (Leadership,

Obedience, Courage & Character) and have

headlocked an abundance of youngsters into

posting at Boodocks. Twister and Scholls have

had the amazing opportunity to minister to

these fellas during coffeteria and at school

(pre-COVID) to provide them words of

encouragement as they navigate these

challenging times. Some have said that

they've never experienced anything like this

before. Wrap Check and Amphibian are

working on getting more of the athletes to

join Shield LOCC for workouts or to be

involved at Creekside HS during regular

Shield LOCC group meetings. On September

23, Shield LOCC launched their own AO, the

Gauntlet, and meet at 5:30 am on

Wednesdays off Longleaf Parkway behind

Patriot Oaks Academy.  Fun fact:  Their first

workout had 7 Pax.

There is no doubt  the Iron Pax Challenge

brought the BOONDOCKS BROTHERHOOD

closer. No, we are not all well oiled chiseled,

tan men like the Pax at HardNocs, but we hold

our own. We are so humble, we usually forgot

about even taking a photo (no flash needed

when we did snap a pic). We introduced Wrap

check and Rainman to the Pax during the IPC

and they are still with us getting better every

week!  Who knew that 3 of the 4 weeks we

would be using the forsaken CMU (coupon)

and how many cinderblocks do you thing were

broken at F3 Nation over the course of a

month?  Aquaman and Doink thought it would

be just downright awesome to have morale

shirts made and so we did and, this also

brought us all closer...even though most of us

ordered the puke green bad ass mudgear

shirts. The back of the shirts have our name

"Boondocks brotherhood" with a busted cinder

block, reminding us that we are all together,

bearing one another's burdens with our

fractured, dirty lives.

Our text thread of 18 men (and growing) keeps

us gelled, and in touch for immediate

accountability and a few good jabs after each

workout. This doesn't take away from our

Slack communication, but we feel this has

helped us keep closer accountability and not

allowing the core group to fall away. There are

Kotter's out there, we know where you are, we

know where you work, we know you struggle

just like us and we will find you- and when we

do, we will pull you back in to help make you

better for yourself, for your home, for your

work and for your daily walk.....We ARE F3.

-Aquaman out!

Boondocks



While the turf has been crowded at Sunshine

Park with Covid participants, Pool Party and

Poseidon are fitting in nicely. We’ve got

everyone moving towards becoming better

leaders and stepping up to Q;Statue of

Liberty, 3 Peat, a community Q, Bullwinkle,

Zamboni, Housekeeping, and soon Half Moon

OG,  EPT, and Wrangler. Dollys continue on

Saturday prior to the Q and can be fast and

slow. Sometimes the beach gets used and

sometimes it doesn’t. Most of the Pax is

looking forward to days when we can partner

up and compete against one another, but

until the Rona subsides, we’ll do our best to

stay healthy and safe. Several of the Pax have

brought their 2.0’s along for the Saturday

beatdowns and Wrangler continues to solicit

everyone he meets to join the group. 

Next time we’ll include a lot of mumble

chatter; here’s the chatter of the month...

Bullwinkle...”papa smurf, how did you get

your F3 name?”

PS...”I’m 62 and I have a 6 and a 3 year old...”

Home Alone(relative newcomer to F3).

“Whoa!!!”

Outhouse....”uncontrollable laughter.”

Q-Tip...learned from Bullwinkle...during

breaks in the exercises, he asked each Pax

member how they got their names...not

everyone knows each other’s story.

There are AO’s popping up all over the place

and yet the downtown Pax still continue to

come out in droves at Anthill, BOHICA,

Anchor and Friendship Fountain. We are

indefatigable! Thanks in large part to the

Herculean efforts of Hey Big Poppi’s

recruitment strategies. It may be time for us

to get him a punch card, and after the 10th

FNG we reward him with 20 Burpee‘s OYO. 

 

We’ve had several virgin Q’s over the past

month most notable was downtown

Zamboni’s debut. Something in him must’ve

snapped because he was ruthless and brutal!

Lot’s of opportunities for new guys to bring

some pain!

 

The Iron Pax Challenge has also made

bringing a block to a beatdown de rigueur. 

 

And now a new feature of my posts, “Who The

Hell EH’d You?”, where I interview a random

pax during a beatdown. The following

interview with Shameless took place during a

mosey around the library at Anthill: 

 

Me: Hey, shameless. Out of curiosity who EH’d

you?

Shameless: [Pant, pant] It was Hey Big Poppi.

Me: [Gasp, puff], Of course he did.  How did it

happen and how long did it take for you to

come out here?

Shameless: [Grunt, wheez] It was over a

weekend in Atlanta and I came out the next

week.

Me: That didn’t take long at all. [Groan] How

long have you been coming out?

Shameless: Couple months, I really should

[sputter] come out more often.

 

Who will I interview next? Stay tuned!
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Poseidon

- PAPA SMURF

Downtown

- BOWZER



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The Hard Nocs welcomed the fall weather with an appropriately-titled workout by Air Bags

called “Fresh Start.” As AB noted, “You can’t change the past, but you can affect the present and

the future!” Amen to that.  

 

The headlines out of HN over the past month or so have been many:

 

We welcomed back Mr. Yuck, who has returned to Nocatee after a couple of years in Atlanta.

Prayers for him and his M, who is expecting.

 HN’s own Left Turn finished seventh in the F3 Nation in the Iron Pax Challenge.  We are eager to

see how LT performs against other top finishers this January in a meticulously-judged

challenge; we are biased, but we have a strong suspicion that he will finish even higher when

form is scrutinized.  Hats off as well to Respect Beast Shirley, who finished in the top five in the

respect category and to Saigon Sam who finished in the top ten.  (For more on the remarkable

Saigon Sam, see this month’s Pax of the Month Q&A.) 

The cooler weather has put the kibosh on Saturday beach workouts, so until spring, the

Saturday beatdowns will continue at the regular HC AO.

Last but certainly not least, in what can only be described as a nightmarish encounter, HN’s own

Valdez survived an ambush attack by the feared dasypus novemcinctus. Better known as the

long-nosed nine-banded armadillo, the cunning beast leapt from the shadows in an effort to

take down Valdez, who was admirably leading the pack during the mosey portion of Check

Please’s beatdown.  Eyewitnesses agreed – the varmint was “very large,” as a breathless Check

Please noted, and “Enormous, a real monster!” as described by a terrified Left Turn.  As the

creature closed in on Valdez’s pulsating jugular, it was distracted by Slash’s surprisingly-

feminine-like screams of horror.  Contingency plans were made by Saigon Sam for any future

such incidents, with SS noting that “You don’t have to be faster than the armadillo, you just

have to be faster than Gizzard!

-SLASH

Multiple events are on the calendar

going forward:  

5K to support Gold Star families

Run for Club Kids to raise money for

Boys & Girls Clubs.

Please visit Saigon’s Team Page

using the link below.

Team Page:

https://secure.qgiv.com/event/run4cl

ubkids20/team/868873/ 

Team Name: SRHS

Team Captain: Dennis McCaffrey

Ponte Vedra  Beach Tri 

HardNocs
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Get off the golf carts

and drop the lattes and 

financial statements 

bitches! 

https://sullivanbrothersmemorial5kand10k.itsyourrace.com/event.aspx?id=13906
https://secure.qgiv.com/event/run4clubkids20/team/868873/
https://secure.qgiv.com/event/run4clubkids20/team/868873/
https://www.trisignup.com/Race/FL/PonteVedraBeach/PonteVedraTriathlon
https://www.trisignup.com/Race/FL/PonteVedraBeach/PonteVedraTriathlon
https://www.trisignup.com/Race/FL/PonteVedraBeach/PonteVedraTriathlon
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The Badlands AO has been active with our normal WO’s however we saw quite a few PAX

participate in the IPC, which we incorporated into our weekly schedule on Wednesday’s during

the month of September.  Left Turn, who is a double downer from Hard Nocs as well as Shirley,

Saigon Sam and Slash were the cream of the crop. All the Pax who participated are to be

congratulated! We also participated with our boy Bloomer in the Travis Manion/9-11 Heroes Ruck

from Mickler’s Landing to the Nocatee Town Center, culminating in a finale at Really Good Beer

Stop, hosted by PAX Schlitz! Of course, many of us stopped at the bridge to encourage Hat Trick

on his quest in the Virtual Boston Marathon! The weather was rather moist during the trek, as

Mother Nature was not so kind to us! It was a great Saturday filled with everything F3 is…Fitness,

Fellowship and Faith!  The AO continues with run days on Tuesday with regular WO’s on M, W

and Th. A couple of rogue ruck and big wheel (bike) options have cropped up on off days as

many PAX recovering from injury find this path a way to get back into the mix and have some

good fellowship as well. Look for more formal announcements on WO options at Badlands going

forward!  Thanks to all the PAX for stepping up to Q, as we saw Yard Sale and Terminator return

to the leadership ring!  You never know what you will run into at Badlands…possum, armadillo

and snake sightings have been common as the PAX transverses the Davis Park terrain. Keeping

working for the brethren of F3 as we strive to make each other better men!

BadLands

-FULL MONTY
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Three weeks after the launch of Asgard, our first weekday (Thursday) beatdown, emerged.

With a non-traditional start time of 5 PM, which allowed 2 more pax to post, our weekday

beatdowns started at Moccasin Slough Park, but after 3 weeks relocated back at Thunderbolt

Park- which provides the pax with more variety of potential exercises as well as more lighting

when using the library parking lot!  A Tuesday beatdown wasn’t far behind and with the

consistency of 4-5 Pax (mix of Crotchless, Sasquatch, Big Bird, Hatch, Drumstick, and YHC) we

have managed to officially make Asgard Tuesday/Thursday official with an appearance on SUG

and the F3 Jax website.  

    

After the pax received and “F” in Q-school.. er, rather an “F3” in Q-school, we have had two new

Q’s surface, and each has since served as Q on multiple occasions.   Following a few practice

COPs at several beatdowns, Sasquatch and Crotchless stepped up, and each had their VQ’s

this past month.  Both were well prepared and crushed it.  

 

Speaking of Crotchless, this HIM introduced us to Fourth and Gold, and organization

dedicated to raise awareness and funds for Pediatric Cancer, which is only provided 4% of

government funds targeted for cancer and cancer research.  A pediatric oncology nurse whom

Crotchless met while his son, Ian, went through cancer treatments, founded Fourth and Gold. 

One way Fourth and Gold raises money is by submitting miles ran by different “teams” on the

15th of every month.  Companies will donate money based on the number of miles

accumulated on that day.   Sasquatch led us on the 15th of September in one of the simplest

beatdowns in F3 history- run a 5K.  Our miles were included in the 1291.82 miles collected by

Fourth and Gold for September.  With all the running the pax does, YHC wonders what kind of

impact our F3 Jax Pax can do for this organization.  Hmmm.. Stay tuned…

 

Saturday beatdowns in September focused on the IPC.   With the later start, the sun added

heat to the humidity for multiple IPC beatdowns, which was something new for Big Bird

and YHC.  Respect goes out to the men who just started F3 and are participating in these IPCs.

Definitely not an easy undertaking.  Crotchless’ birthday happened to fall on the Saturday of

IPC Week 4, and we celebrated following the running of the IPC with birthday burpees, and

haunting him with our rendition of happy birthday.

Asgard

-FEUD
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GIVE IT AWAY
Clown Car to Classic City – 9/12

Eileen, Pud, Pyro, and YHC made journey in support of another homegrown HIM – Drone to

help launch F3 Classic City in Athens, GA. The ride up Friday was quick. Pud closed half a

dozen loans, while the rest of us solved the world’s problems. Dinner at a random Mexican

restaurant was chosen over shushi…wise choice.  32oz beers…I mean…25oz beers were had by

all. We arrived late and still had the best greeting and warm welcome by Drone and his family.

We all slept soundly – especially Eileen who commandeered the kid’s bedroom. The morning

weather was, well, gloomy as it should be as 15 men assembled for the workout. That Saturday

morning was not only about sharing the F3 mission, but also to share the gift of F3 we enjoy to

other men that need the accountability, community, and friendship of other men.  Our focus

was on the 3rd F – Faith.  As Pyro put it…”we are not the center of our universe, but rather

simple men gifted in order to serve our community and world.”  We were gladly there to serve,

whether it was leading the workout, sharing the lexicon or exicon, or picking up the six.  It was

a great experience.  It was made even better by coffeeteria and food. It was my first time I

participated in the launch of an AO out of state, if you have never done it…give it a shot, you

won’t regret it.  Thanks for the invite Drone!

Clown Car to Classic City

-WOODCHUCK
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Fe
A little over three years ago, my husband (F3

Snaggle) began working out with a newly

formed F3 group (Badlands).  Initially I was

envious that he had friends!  At the time, we

had a two year old son and another son on

the way.  I was a bit isolated in the midst of

the mom routine/toddler life.  As I learned

more and more about F3, I was so intrigued by

the group structure and primary faith

component of the group. I am a licensed

physical therapist and occupational therapist,

so  I clearly have bought in to the importance

of physical wellness. However, the biggest

intrigue to me was the faith piece of the

group.  I was beyond excited to prayerfully

consider how I could use my gifts and talents

to start a female version of F3.  I explored

options of joining various organizations to

make this group happen, but none seemed to

be what I was looking for. How do we create

an environment that welcomes everyone,

treats everyone with kindness & love, and

pushes each other to be better?  

That is when ‘Fe’ was born.  After sending out

an email on a start date and time, I began to

pray over the group and where God would

lead us in it.  The name ‘Fe’ came from the

chemical symbol for iron. Our key verse and

purpose came from Proverbs 27:17 ‘As iron

sharpens iron, so one person sharpens

another.’  We are called to love each other

well.  What does that look like in the day to

day? In order to stay sharp, or be sharpened

we show genuine care for each other and

others outside of our group. We engage in

regular honest conversations, building

genuine relationships by speaking life and

purpose into the hearts of each other.  We

push each other to keep going, try to do more

than before, and to not get discouraged in the

process. 
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I have never been a fan of the militaristic

group exercise format so I wondered how I

myself would ever stick to this.  There are so

many barriers to staying consistent with

physical fitness; my family needs me, I’m too

tired, I’m too far behind, its raining, its cold,

its hot.... We work out at 5:00 am so that

pretty much cancels out the excuses of

anyone else needing you at that time of day,

aside from your bed needing you to stay in it.

The girls quickly became my cheerleaders, my

confidants, my strength with prayers and

accountability when I needed it most.   I am

pretty certain every girl in our group came for

the fitness but stayed for the friendship! 

The group structure is mirrored from the F3

structure because it truly makes so much

sense! Fitness keeps ours bodies and minds

healthy which allows us to be at our best at

life as a parent, employee, employer, spouse,

and friend. The faith piece has allowed us to

grow with each other in our knowledge of

who God is and His plan for us.  This has

allowed each of us to be open, transparent,

and truly ourselves without any judgement or

shame.  Lastly, the fellowship piece. Aside

from the early morning workouts, we needed

more time together.



Fe cont.....

Other workouts soon followed with coffee

time directly following.  We sit and chat and

love each other through trials, struggles, and

all that real life stuff! We get together once a

month for a girls night. Whether it’s beach

parties or axe throwing, we always have a

blast. We laugh A LOT.  I do mean A LOT.

We have served the community together by

adopting rooms at the local women's

recovery center.  We as a group, purchased

furniture, bedding, paint, linens, and decor

for two of the dormitory rooms and gave each

room a makeover.  Spending the day with

each other and the women doing hard work

to recover and start a new life was such an

incredible gift.  Women empowering women!

It just doesn’t get better than that! The

opportunity to serve women in our

community truly galvanized our group.  We

recently had a two year anniversary of the Fe

group! Two years have truly flown by.  We

spent the weekend in Hammock Beach

celebrating where we started and how far

we’ve come!  This group has truly changed my

life.  I started out hoping to give others of my

time and talent and what happened was I

found that I was in need of them just as much

as they were in need of me.  We have truly all

grown as a result of this group.   We have

ladies of all ages and stages of life. We

welcome anyone who wants to be a part of

something greater than just a workout every

once in awhile.  We hope you’ll join us &

quickly see that you are a valuable part of Fe! 

When: Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & Fridays @

5:00 am. Sunday @ 7:00 am

Where: Davis Park for weekday workouts and

Mickler Beach for Sunday workouts

What: to bring: water, yoga mat, arm weights

Why:  because we need you & you need us!

Let’s do this! 

Cost: $.....  just a few extra hours of sleep.
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- SARAH DODDS Fe Slow Roast
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

F3 turns 10 years old Jan 1, 2021. The Nation in

whole, will converge on the Cape Fear region

(Wilmington NC area) for an anniversary

celebration January 15th-17th. A weekend of

Fitness, Fellowship and Faith. Multiple JAX

PAX have registered and reserved hotel

rooms. The clown car convoy will organize

closer to the date. You should be there. 

Whether you are an old-timer or relative FNG,

this will be a special weekend. It is difficult to

truly grasp the scope and impact of F3 if you

have never experienced an event that brings

in men from across the Nation. With the

Marine Corp Mud Run in SC no longer

operational this anniversary convergence will

be a rare chance to experience a BOM or COT

with hundreds of PAX. Everything indicates

this will be one of those events that's spoken

of in story and lore for years to come. Come

be part of it. 

MORE INFO and REGISTER HERE

F3 Anniversary

https://f310year.com/


Let’s get to know the person behind the Saigon Sam moniker – do you actually have a real

name? Family? Job? 

My real name is Dennis McCaffrey, just like Christian McCaffrey, only older and slower. (Editor’s

note: And less hair.) I’m the Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing for XPO Logistics for

their less-than-truckload business unit. I’ve been married to my wife Eve for 27 years and we

have three boys – Sean 20, Jack 18 and Michael 9. Two have been to F3, Jack, Son of Sam, the

middle one, and our little guy, Michael, was dubbed Uncle Jack from the Warrior Kid thing. Sean

partook in a Spartan race with the F3 guys as well.

How did you get involved with F3? 

A guy I work with, his F-3 name is Back-Up, is very involved in the metro Charlotte area. He was

on vacation in Wilmington, as I was.  He asked me to join him for a workout. We warmed up, got

running down to the beach with the flag, and got after it on the beach. I about died on the way

back; all these guys came back to pick up the 6. I was probably around 220 and out of shape. I

was also recovering from a back surgery.  They named me Saigon Sam because there’s a military

surplus store around Camp Lejeune and because I said I was a Marine. On a side note, I met

Dredd on a Zoom Q Source meeting and he dubbed me Hathcock (referring to Carlos Hathcock

famous Marine Sniper).  I guess I have two names now!

What about F3 appeals to you?

I just love the whole thing. I love the message, I love the 3Fs and I believe in the process of

transforming sad clowns into HIM’s. I was in my late 40s, traveling all over, not taking care of

myself, and focused on my kids travel soccer when I was home, and I didn’t realize the toll it was

having on me until I ruptured a disc in my back. I looked in mirror and didn’t like the way I

looked or felt.  I had friends but missed the camaraderie of the struggle. When you’re doing

something hard physically with people, there’s this magic that happens.  I had in the Marines

and early in my marriage, I had it with pick-up sports and working out at the gym with buddies

but F3 was the perfect fit. l love that there’s always a message during COT, that we pray together

and that you have other men to discuss things that are going on in your life. The whole thing is

amazing!

Great phrase, “the camaraderie of the struggle” – why do you think we like to push ourselves?

There’s something deep-seated in humans that we can’t touch sitting in our cubicles. We were

born to hunt and fight for hard things.  Somewhere in our DNA, we’re used to struggling and

working hard.  Something kicks in, when we are challenged physically and you see your

buddy struggling with you, it feeds a primal need.
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For example, we got done with that god-awful IPC (week 2), I was really sore the next day,

but it was a good sore. It’s crazy, I achieve things at work etc., but there’s a feeling of pride

you get from pushing yourself beyond what you would have mentally allowed yourself to go

through on your own. I also saw this in the Marine Corps as they are all about the teamwork

and esprit des corp. It’s a tightknit organization and you get really close with those you

serve with.  F3 really encapsulates this as well.

Remind me – isn’t the Marine Corps a certain department of the Navy? 

It’s the men’s department, yes! 

 

That never gets old. 

So, what were the lessons you took from your time of service?

The big thing I learned was discipline. When I went in the Marines, I was a rambunctious,

crazy kid; I had gone to Rutgers, I was an art major, painting. I won a medal in a state art

contest in NJ in High School, but I was a jock, too so I had these two totally different subsets

of the culture competing for my time. I went to college, and my focus became all about

partying. I fell behind in my schoolwork and my grades were suffering. I was struggling and

didn’t know how to turn off the partying when it came time to focus on academics. My

priorities were not aligned, and I didn’t know what to do. I saw some friends go to the

Marines and come back different people, so I signed up for the infantry. In the Marines,

discipline, teamwork, the importance of communication is drilled into you and that helped

me tremendously. I also did many hard things which once you prove you can do them; you

build up incredible confidence.

 

When I got out of the Marines, I went to back to college at USF.  I didn’t pursue Art this time

but focused on business. I did great, college became easy, however drinking was still a big

part of my life. I compartmentalized my drinking to the weekends as I knew I couldn’t

control it. After a few years of trying to control my drinking, the wheels finally came off and I

decided to seek help which was the best decision of my life. I’ve been sober for 19 years.

There’s a lot of alignment in the messaging and principles discussed in recovery and F3. 

Both are classic Star Fish organizations.

What’s an example of that? 

No real governing bodies, peer led and focused on self-improvement and ultimately

community improvement. If you think about the shield lock discussed in Q Source, it’s a

tight group of men you get together with and talk openly with, hold each other accountable

and accelerate as a HIM.  In recovery, it is suggested that you have a home group and a

network to be open and honest with to help keep you sober as well as improve the overall

quality of your life.   Another example is the concept of a whetstone and blade in Q Source. 

 This is very similar to a sponsor/sponsee relationship in recovery programs.  Again, a focus

on accountability, deep level of trust and spiritual growth.
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Five Things About Saigon Sam

1- Favorite hobby?

Golf.

2- If you could have lunch with one person, dead or alive, outside of your family, who

would it be? 

Well I think I would have to say JESUS…doesn’t get any better than that!

3-May you live long and prosper, but looking ahead to the inevitable, what would you want

inscribed on your tombstone? 

That I had a lot of friends and that I helped people. 

4- What movie can you watch over and over and never get tired of?

Like Aquaman, Gladiator is definitely one of them.  There’s so many. The Godfather, all three

of them, especially one and two.  Any time it’s on, I just watch them.  The Michael Corleone

character, he’s not supposed to be the leader, it just falls on him, and he steps up to the

plate and takes over when everything is chaos and discards his entire life to sacrifice for his

family. That character is amazing. 

5- What would a world populated by clones of Saigon Sam be like?

Oh my god. Probably noisy.  A lot of F-bombs.  A little too much energy probably.  A lot of

things getting done.

Word Association

Fatherhood?

Important.

Burpees?

Staple. 

F3?

Brotherhood

Marriage?

Love. And friendship.
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3RD F
F3 does not subscribe to a particular religion or denomination.  The 3rd F, Faith, means that we

each believe in something bigger than ourselves.  However, I am a Christian, so I will share

from my Christian faith. 

“Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others more significant than

yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the interests of others.

Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, who, though he was in the

form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, by

taking the form of a servant” – Philippians 2:3-7. This verse, written by the Apostle Paul, calls us

to humility. It sounds good; it sounds virtuous, noble, or even godly. Perhaps if I do a good

enough job of it, people will notice and talk about how humble I really am.   ...And we’re back to

square 1!

 

The humility St. Paul calls us to is completely unnatural. We all, naturally, put ourselves first. We

are self-preservationists, self-promoters, self-inflaters, often at the expense of others. Even if

we’re convinced that humility is a good thing for which to strive, on our own we will usually find

a way to leverage it so that others notice and are impressed.  We will deflect their praise and

admiration to keep up the appearance, but in our hearts and minds we are congratulating

ourselves and inflating our ego.  

 

The great Apostle knew this about human nature; he stared it down in himself many times. And

he knew that humility cannot be worked on by looking at ourselves, even if we’re sincerely

trying to be more humble.  And so he points our eyes away from ourselves, and points us

instead to Jesus Christ.  Look at His mind, look at His beauty, look at His humility; look at how

He loved others, how He loves you, how He died and rose to give us forgiveness and new life. No,

no – don’t look back at yourself to see how you’re doing in comparison... just look at Jesus.

Humility will be a natural byproduct; others may notice, but you won’t – your attention will be

elsewhere.

 

Recently on the COT podcast, Repeato offered one of my favorite quotes by C.S. Lewis, who said,

“Humility is not thinking less of yourself; humility is thinking of yourself less.” I think this

actually works if you are focusing on any cause or others-oriented passion that is bigger than

you are. Humility comes from taking our attention off of ourselves and placing it onto others,

whether it’s our family responsibilities, feeding the hungry, fighting human trafficking, or just

making those around you better (tho I don’t mind saying that all of that goodness also happens

when Jesus is the object of our constant focus). 

 

Humility frees us to have high impact on the things that matter most in the world around us. 

 As has been famously said, “There’s no limit to what can be achieved when you don’t care who

gets the credit.” So quit working on humility!  Pour into the people around you, pour into the

causes you’ve been called to, focus on the object of your faith. Live third.  Others will begin to 

 notice what you won’t take the time to notice humility is flourishing within you.

HUMILITY

-SCHOLLS



3RD F
PAX, I just wanted to say thank you

to all who participated in today’s

work party for SOC. I wish we could

have rallied around him but actually

we did.  You showed up. You

sacrificed a little of your time today

to say to your brother and his family,

you matter, and we care. You

cleared off the roof, cleaned gutters,

and proved that you are more than

just workout friends. You showed

their neighbors that we don’t leave

ANY man behind. And finally you

showed that together we are

stronger and that disease, illness,

and pain can never overcome hope.

I am humbled by your willingness to

give and am honored to call you

brothers.
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VALUES

When? Thursday  12 /3

Where? American  Legion  233 ,  560
N  Wilderness  Trail ,  Ponte  Vedra ,
FL  32082

Time? 6 :30-9 :30pm

What  to  bring? Desserts

Cost? $25  per  person ,  dinner
included  and  supports  Trinity
Rescue  Mission  and  Mission
Morale
 
PayPal
https : / /paypal .me /pools /c /8tgIma
wqUV

CONCEPT :  EMBRACE  THE  SUCK

PHRASE :  WE  CHOOSE  COURAGE  OVER
COMFORT ,  SEEKING  OUT  CHALLENGES
THAT  MOVE  US  PAST  WHAT  THE  MIND
THINKS  IS  POSSIBLE .

QUOTE :   " I ’M  NOT  THE  STRONGEST ,  I ’M
NOT  THE  FASTEST ,  BUT  I ’M  REALLY
GOOD  AT  SUFFERING . "  AMELIA  BOONE

NOVEMBER

CONCEPT :  DISCIPLINED  OVER  THE
LONG  RUN

PHRASE :  WE  ARE  DISCIPLINED ,
INTENTIONAL ,  AND  GRITTY  DURING
THE  NEVER  ENDING  WORK  TO  GET
BETTER ,  NOT  RELYING  ON  THE  FICKLE
EMOTION  OF  MOTIVATION

QUOTE :  "DISCIPLINE  EQUALS
FREEDOM"  JOCKO  WILLINK

DECEMBER

CONCEPT :  WE  ARE  PREPARED  FOR
THE  SHIT  TO  COME .

PHRASE :  WE  COMPETE  AGAINST
OURSELVES  TO  VANQUISH  WEAKNESS ,
DOUBT ,  MEDIOCRITY ,  AND
TEMPORARY  COMFORT ,  READYING
OURSELVES  FOR  LIFE ’S  COMING
BATTLES .

QUOTE :   GIVE  ME  SIX  HOURS  TO  CHOP
DOWN  A  TREE  AND  I  WILL  SPEND  THE
FIRST  FOUR  SHARPENING  THE  AXE .

JANUARY

THE GET RIGHT THE SIX

CONCEPT :  DFQ

PHRASE :  WE  DON 'T  QUIT  IN  THE  FACE
OF  OBSTACLES

QUOTE :   "THE  GREATEST  GLORY  IN
LIVING  LIES  NOT  IN  NEVER  FAILING ,
BUT  IN  RISING  EVERY  TIME  WE  FALL . "
RALPH  WALDO  EMERSON

OCTOBER

2nd  Annual  F3JAX
Holiday  Party ! ! !

https://paypal.me/pools/c/8tgImawqUV

